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Research and
Innovation

Global Value Chains Change Local Development Forever









The knowledge economy changes everything
Globalisation has changed the way products and
services are conceived and produced
The Information Economy has modified dramatically the
notion of place
Global networks redefine global and local
Regions must adapt in this new reality or face
marginalisation
Local economies need to find ways to reconnect and
integrate to Global Value Chains
For this they need new working methods and alliances
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Universities in smart specialisation (RIS3)



Traditional tasks of universities – teaching and
research – have a clear role in development of
research capacity
Third mission tasks and especially knowledge
transfer particularly suited to development of RIS3
through participation in process of
entrepreneurial discovery.

Research and
Innovation

Role of universities in the Innovation Chain
 Universities play a central role in the innovation ecosystem,
from human capacity building through to generation of
knowledge and innovation.
• In order to fully realise the knowledge and innovation
potential of Universities, all aspects of the innovation chain
(including financial and regulatory measures) should be
brought into focus.
• Successful implementation of RIS3 needs to identify and close
the gaps in the innovation chain (e.g., bridging the “death
valley”), through an innovation-friendly environment, where
high quality academic and research organisations are central.

Role of Universities in RIS3 (1)
 Universities can promote RIS3 by putting emphasis on quality
of research and capacity building
 Centres of Excellence will attract talent, and therefore attract
businesses and entrepreneurial activity (Technoparks, Science
Parks, Pôles de Compétitivité)
 Through research and international links, technological
opportunities may emerge, as well as products, processes and
standards (scaling-up from regional activities to international
environments)

Role of Universities in RIS3 (2)
 Universities can contribute to the design phase of
RIS3 – entrepreneurial discovery – by an evidencebased assessment of the region's knowledge
capacity, including in own institutions and in local
companies
 Universities can contribute to the implementation
phase of RIS3 by concentrating on adaptations
/developments to contribute to RIS3 sustainability
(long-term capacity)

Characteristics for success
Universities engaging in RIS3 should
• Be aware of the policy framework of RIS3 and its application
at various levels
 Address regional development in their strategic development
plans and include regional stakeholders
 Include regional aspects in their own assessment strategy
 Develop effective partnerships and appropriate
infrastructures/processes to sustain effective communication
with them
 Be prepared to play active role in RIS3 and promote regional
engagement

Catching Up Strategies for the 21st Century






The latest edition of the Innovation Union
Scoreboard confirms a deepening innovation divide
in Europe, mainly between East and West
This is further enhanced by the pre-existing divide
between North and South. There are now more
economies than before in a catching-up mode and
this creates a huge burden for policy makers at
national, regional and European level
While catching-up presents opportunities (for leapfrogging) it presents also formidable challenges.
These challenges can be met with consistent policies
for economic growth that invest on knowledge and
increase competitiveness
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Catching-up Strategies for the 21st Century (II)





For successfully investing in knowledge,
countries and regions need new alliances with
the full Triple Helix partners (government,
academia and the business community)
Knowledge institutions are key players in this
approach. But they need to be up to the task
Excellent research institutions can provide
linkages to expertise, growth opportunities
and governance skills needed to advance in
the knowledge economy
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Spreading excellence and widening
participation through Horizon 2020
• New Part IV in Horizon 2020 (budget circa
EUR 800M)
• Main actions on Teaming (Centres of
Excellence), Twinning (institutional
networking), ERA Chairs (bringing excellence
to institutions); also Policy Support Facility
and a special action from COST on Widening
actions
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Example: Teaming: addressing the challenge
•

Structural disparities: research and innovation excellence concentrated in a few
geographical zones
Why:
o insufficient critical mass of science and centres having sufficient competence
to engage countries and regions strategically in a path of innovative growth,
building on newly developed capabilities.
o enable countries and regions that are lagging behind in terms of research
and innovation performance reclaim their competitive position in the global
value chains.

Teaming addresses this challenge by creating or upgrading
such centres of excellence, building on partnerships
between leading scientific institutions and institutions in
low performing countries that display the willingness to
engage together on this purpose.
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Barriers and Enablers

“As regions move from stand alone
projects and interventions through to
more coordinated strategies and
ultimately towards a shared
agreement across the partnership
about what the challenges are and
how they can be overcome, the
barriers increase and experience of
successful delivery is more limited.
However, the potential ‘prize’ of
reaching this point is the effective
mobilisation of the human,
intellectual, social and physical capital
of the regions’ universities.”
Source “Connecting Universities to
Regional Growth: A Practical Guide” RIS3
Platform JRC-IPTS
September
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Excellence Catalysing Place-based Innovation for Regional
Growth – what steps to take? (non-exhaustive examples)






Enhance regional innovation through research activities
(provide consultancy services, build knowledge transfer
partnerships, enhance productivity and performance of
existing or future and science and technology parks and
competence centres)
Connect to local business communities by promoting and
facilitating spin-outs, business networks and clusters, raising
awareness and providing guidance on Intellectual Property
Rights and promote international outreach
Help to develop workforce skills at all levels and promote
academic staff mobility for excellence and innovation
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Thanks a lot for
your attention
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